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We want to be efficient. What we were 
finding with our Orangetheory clients was in 

order to be efficient, we had to do their 
bookkeeping, and for that we had to hire a 
whole new group of entry level of staff to 
maintain that. We want to grow a firm of 

CPAs, so that didn’t necessarily fit in with 
our mission.

Debbie Corrington - CPA

Southard, Beckham, Atwater 
& Berry, CPA Partnership
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About Ceterus
Ceterus empowers small business entrepreneurs with done-for-you accounting and benchmarked reporting. Ceterus’ Edge system automates entries into QuickBooks Online and 
aggregates financial data to provide peer benchmarked reporting. Ceterus pairs technology with people to deliver a one-stop solution for entrepreneurs. The results are better 
insights, decisions, and increased revenue. Headquartered in Charleston, SC, Ceterus has been named to the Inc. 5000 for three consecutive years.

A high-growth technology company and an accounting firm might not 
seem like the perfect match at first, but take a closer look and you’ll see 
that Ceterus and SBAB CPA share the same core mission: empowering 
entrepreneurs.

As a forward-thinking firm, Southard, Beckham, Atwater & Berry CPA 
realized that a technology partnership like ours provided the most efficient, 
cost-effective way to automate their services and, best of all, provide more 
value to their clients.

THE CHALLENGE
Small business clients have a unique set of needs. SBAB CPA is a full 
service accounting firm, offering income tax consulting, business advisory 
and financial planning services for small businesses, yet their accountants 
were frequently overloaded with the low-level, manual tasks just required 
to maintain their clients’ books on a monthly basis. They hired new 
entry-level staff to handle some of the load, but long-term, continuous 
hiring didn’t align with their growth strategy.

In order to achieve smart growth and help their clients, SBAB needed 
technology and automation.

THE PARTNERSHIP
Building a standalone software solution would have been time-consuming 
and expensive. Instead, SBAB CPA partnered with Ceterus, leveraging 
Ceterus Edge Accountant to take day-to-day bookkeeping and data-entry 
off their accountants’ plates. Additionally, their clients have access to our 
cloud-based, client-facing platform, which provides real-time financials as 
well as financial benchmarks.

Debbie Corrington, CPA explains how Ceterus is the perfect partner: “After 
talking with the Ceterus team, we realized that a partnership utilizing their 
platform would allow us to focus on providing our clients higher level tax 
and planning services. We don’t want to be bogged down in the day-to-day 
accounting, and they have applied technology to ensure accuracy.”

THE SOLUTION
Edge Accountant improves efficiency for CPA firms by eliminating lowlevel 
tasks from an accountant’s responsibilities. Edge integrates with 
point-of-sale systems, payroll, and bank accounts, allowing data to move 
from one source to another and get correctly coded into QuickBooks Online. 
With continuous, automated entries, accountants have a more streamlined 
and simplified process for monthly bookkeeping and taxes.

Additionally, Ceterus Edge delivers a cloudbased client-facing portal offering 
secure 24x7 access to financials. By providing anywhere, anytime access, 
CPA firms can give their clients the ability to see financial data in real-time 
and view benchmarked data to make more informed business decisions.

BENEFITS
SBAB CPA is a future-ready firm.
“I’ve always enjoyed technology. I recognize the industry is changing, and 
we’re not scared to change with it. In every industry, things will move 
towards automation in the near future. I want to be part of that by using 
Ceterus Edge for our firm—not behind the eight ball.”

SBAB CPA can focus on their clients.
“We want to be proactive in everything—with helping our clients with their 
tax planning, strategies, and helping them grow their business.”

We want to be proactive in everything—with 
helping our clients with their tax planning, 

strategies, and helping them grow their business.

Debbie Corrington - CPA


